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 Life is never the same after an accident ...
 What are my legal rights?


 








Enjuris answers tough questions to help you deal with what comes next.

After an accident, it's the unknown that's most frightening. Whether you're filing an insurance claim, pursuing workers' compensation or considering a personal injury lawsuit, Enjuris is here to help. We can connect you with support organizations, help answer your questions and provide a wide range of legal resources:
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Why trust Enjuris with your accident recovery?

Enjuris offers insights and legal resources written by lawyers to provide accurate, trustworthy information.

Watch our video to see why "Real lawyers, real answers" isn't just our slogan; it's our commitment.









Lawyer mental health 
and well-being

What does the data tell us about mental health and well-being in the legal profession, and what are some practical tips to improve lawyer happiness?

Learn more












Choosing an attorney

Car accident attorney

Medical malpractice attorney

Truck accident attorney

Work injury attorney

Wrongful death attorney

Construction accident attorney

Slip and fall attorney
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How to find the right car accident attorney for you

So you've been involved in a car accident and think you may have a case. How do you find the right attorney to help you?

Read our complete guide to finding the right injury attorney for your case. Get insights from Enjuris attorneys across the USA on when and why you need to hire a car accident attorney. Learn more













Spotlight: Meet Enjuris Partner attorneys
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I’ve always taken that approach to the field of workers’ compensation in Georgia. If you don't like something, don't just complain – be proactive.



Benjamin Gerber: Fighting the good fight

Gerber & Holder Workers' Compensation Attorneys, Atlanta
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“Law schools generally don't teach workers' comp because it's so unique and specialized, unlike employment law or evidence. It's one of the areas of law that's picked up on the job.”


Mack Babcock:
 From rebellious teen to successful lawyer

The Babcock Law Firm, Denver
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“I understand that to effect change and to continue to move forward, we have to participate in the legal system in a meaningful and productive way.”


Laura Brown:
 Third-generation birth injury lawyer

Brown Trial Firm, Waco
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Bob Wisniewski:
 Bilingual injured workers' advocate

Law Offices of Robert E. Wisniewski, Phoenix
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Beau Wilder:
 Success comes from diligence

Wilder Pantazis Law Group, Charlotte
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Matt Murphy:
 Montanan to the core

Murphy Law Firm, Great Falls






Become an Enjuris Partner
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The claim process series: Georgia workers’ compensation claims with Gerber & Holder



Read our complete guide on the 7 steps of the workers’ compensation claim process.

Learn more
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How to sue someone

When you have been wronged in some way, the urge to litigate can be overwhelming.



You have damages, right? Someone wronged you! That means you should be able to sue someone!

Learn more
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Focus on your recovery

Personal injury attorneys wear many hats – and you'll be glad they do if you find yourself in need of an accident lawyer.
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Step-by-Step Guide to Pro Se Representation

Explore our comprehensive guide on pro se legal representation. Arm yourself with essential knowledge for effective self-litigation. 
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How much do accident lawyers charge?

How much does a personal injury lawyer cost? Learn how accident lawyers charge fees; hidden costs you need to know about; what percentage of settlement...












What is Joshua's Law and does it save lives?










Is a botched plastic surgery medical malpractice?










Most dangerous jobs in America












Legal news from around the country
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Who is Liable for a Solar Eclipse-Related Eye Injury?

It’s coming. April 8, 2024.  North America will experience a total solar eclipse that passes certain parts…
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Harvard Law School’s Landmark Digitization Project is Live

According to a study completed by the Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System, 66…
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Who is Liable for the Deaths from the Key Bridge Collapse?

Investigations continue into exactly why and how the tragedy unfolded Cars crashed from the bridge to the…
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The Ohio Supreme Court to Decide if Opioids Are a Public Nuisance

The Ohio Supreme Court is set to address a novel and unresolved legal question: Can the sale…
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Social Media Giants to Face Lawsuits Over Buffalo Shooting and User Radicalization

The average person spends 147 minutes on social media every day. Unfortunately, a growing body of research…
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Colleges Should Provide Guardrails for Lofted or Bunk Beds

Serious injuries have happened to college students from falling from lofted beds Your bed should be your…










Resources for law students
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Women in law school (2023)

Enjuris breaks down gender demographics in ABA-approved law schools in 2023 and beyond
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Law school enrollment by race & ethnicity (2023)

A comprehensive review of law school enrollment by race and ethnicity in 2023, with a focus on Black student enrollment
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How long Is law school?

From obtaining a bachelor’s degree to sitting for the bar exam, becoming a lawyer doesn’t happen overnight



Learn how long it takes to earn a law degree, including whether you can get a JD without a bachelor’s degree and how many credits you need to take the bar exam.

Learn more















Help with your legal claim
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How to find a personal 
injury lawyer

Need to hire a personal injury lawyer but don't know where to start? Enjuris asked some attorneys in our directory how they'd find the best injury lawyer for a case. See what they said!
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Creating a post-accident 
pain journal

The trauma of an accident can make remembering all of the details of the crash difficult. Keep a post-accident journal to help document your case.
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How to fire your attorney & protect your legal rights

Firing your attorney is a big decision. We'll take a look at some things you should consider and help you write a letter terminating the attorney-client relationship.














Dangerous drugs & defective products
Standing together against Big Pharma
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10 biggest pharmaceutical settlements in history

You sometimes hear about lawsuits that result in damage awards with enough zeros to make your mind spin. Millions. Billions.

Learn more
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Bad drug lawsuits: Settlements and cases – who you can sue
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Zoloft side effects, settlements and how to find a lawyer
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Mirena lawsuits: Settlements, symptoms & hiring a lawyer
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Cymbalta withdrawal symptoms and side effects





















Was your baby's crib recalled or issued a safety warning?












Asbestos-related illness and mesothelioma lawsuits












Ambien side effects & lawsuits: Know the risks















Most popular topics


Car accidents


Motorcycle accidents


Truck accidents


Nursing home abuse


Injury


Personal injury law


Premises liability


Workplace injury











Find answers by


Personal injury law 101

You deserve real answers to difficult questions after an accident. What steps should you take? Is legal action necessary? How should you document your injury? Get answers to these questions and more.

Explore your legal options






Type of accident

Life can change in an instant after an accident. Learn about different types of accident cases including hit and run, slip and fall, construction accidents, and more.

More accident guides






Type of injury

Find online resources and comprehensive guides dealing with specific physical and emotional injuries including work injury, hip replacement, back injury and more.

More injury guides
















Did you know personal injury laws vary by state?
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Alabama
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Arizona
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North Carolina
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South Carolina
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Tennessee
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Texas









Personal injury laws by state












Injured and need a lawyer?

Find a top-rated personal injury attorney in your area.

Find the best attorney near me














My accident story
Through the lens of a life-altering accident, everything changes. These stories send a message of hope to those who may need encouragement at a tough time. Share your accident story, too.
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Tara's story: How she beat the odds to recover from a horrific car accident
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Rachel's story: Navigating the winding road to recovery & insurance after a hit-and-run
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One eventful night: Brandon's story
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Saved by the mud: A matter of life or death








Read more accident stories
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Resources for law students

	REPORT: Where do women go to law school?
	Law school enrollment by race & ethnicity
	Enjuris "future lawyer" scholarship video contest
	Tons of easy-to-read, shareable information about law school


Visit our student center
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Free downloads

	Accident or injury documents & evidence checklist
	Your first meeting with an attorney
	Personal injury attorney interview sheet
	Damages/expenses worksheet
	Post-accident journal form
	Attorney interview worksheet


View free downloads
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Visit our blog

We cover accident stories, laws, current events in personal injury and more in the Enjuris blog.

Join Enjuris as a Contributor or Partner attorney and write for our blog. See our guidelines.

Personal injury blog












Enjuris Partners
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Babcock Law Firm

Hard working attorneys for hard working people

Serving Denver metro and Colorado

(303) 683-5033 Free consult

Specialty: Workers' compensation, crashes & accidents
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Brown Trial Firm

Texas personal injury & wrongful death lawyers

Serving Houston metro and Texas. 
Hablamos español.

(888) 741-6200 

Firm profile Meet attorney

Specialty: Personal injury
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Chappell, Chappell and Newman

You've got a friend in the fight

Serving Columbia and the state of South Carolina

(803) 233-7050 Free consult

Specialty: Personal injury and workplace accident
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Finderson Law

25+ years of winning for injured workers

Serving Fort Wayne and Indiana

(260) 420-8600 Free consult

Specialty: Workers' compensation
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 Gerber & Holder 

 You got hurt at work. We got your back. 

 Serving Atlanta metro and Georgia 

(678) 802-8650 Free consult

Specialty: Workers' compensation
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 Law Offices of Robert E. Wisniewski 

Hurt on the job? Call Bob.

Serving Phoenix and Arizona

(602) 234-3700 Free consult

Specialty: Workers' compensation
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 Lorenzo & Lorenzo 

Our family fighting for you!

Serving Tampa, St. Petersburg and Clearwater, FL

(813) 998-9529 Free consult

Specialty: Personal injury and wrongful death
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Murphy Law Firm

Tried and tested for 75+ years

Serving Great Falls and Montana

(406) 452-2345 Free consult

Specialty: Workers' compensation and personal injury
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MVP Accident Attorneys

We are the MVP's of California personal injury

Serving Irvine and the state of California

(949) 942-1050 Free consult

Specialty: Car accident and wrongful death
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 Nomberg Law Firm 

 Protecting Alabama injured workers since 1967 

 Serving Birmingham and the state of Alabama 

(205) 930-6900 Free consult

Specialty: Workers' compensation and Social Security Disability 
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Palmer | Lopez

Where Every Case Matters.

Serving Tampa, St. Petersburg and Brandon, FL

(813) 506-5651 Free consult

Specialty: Medical Malpractice
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Redondo Law Firm

Clients First. Always.

Serving Miami and South Florida

(305) 908-6778 Free consult

Specialty: Serious injury and car accidents
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Smith, Born, Leventis, Taylor & Vega

Justice for the injured

Serving Columbia, Greenville and the state of South Carolina

(803) 766-7650 Free consult

Specialty: Workers’ compensation and Catastrophic accidents
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Wilder Pantazis Law Group

Counsel you can count on

Serving Charlotte and North Carolina

(704) 342-2243 Free consult

Specialty: Workers' compensation









Attorneys, want to be featured here? Learn more about our partnership opportunities.








What is Enjuris®?


If you are exploring whether you can make a personal injury claim or you've made up your mind and want to learn how to go about filing a lawsuit, Enjuris is here to help. We know the worst part of this process is feeling like you're in the dark and your fate is in the hands of everyone but you. It's the unknown that may be the most scary in the aftermath of an accident. Enjuris is here to help guide you through this difficult time by offering real answers and actionable advice for accident survivors and injury victims.




Enjuris.com is an independent legal resource supported by a directory of personal injury attorneys who are dedicated to getting information out to people searching for answers. Of course you have no obligation to choose the personal injury lawyers you may see on this site, but please know this site is made possible because of their involvement. We encourage you to reach out directly to these attorneys when you have questions specific to your case. That's what they're here for.



About Enjuris











Where we publish

Enjuris is a valuable resource for journalists and researchers looking for in-depth information about injuries and accidents, as well as a wide range of legal topics. You may recognize some of the sites that have published Enjuris content. See our work in:
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Need an attorney?
Our Enjuris Partners are ready to help
FIND OUT IF YOU HAVE A CASE
Start here
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Learn about
Car accident attorneys
Defective product attorneys
Personal injury attorneys
Medical malpractice attorneys
Wrongful death attorneys
Workers compensation attorneys




Personal injury lawyers: Partner with us
Lawyer online marketing



System overview
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3690 West Gandy Blvd., Suite 444 

Tampa, FL 33611 
Attorney SEO services









Enjuris is a platform dedicated to helping people who are dealing with life-altering accidents and injuries. We support students, families, caregivers and communities with resources, personal stories and a national directory of partner attorneys.


Copyright © 2024 Enjuris.com. All rights reserved. The accuracy, completeness, or currency of information on this site is not guaranteed. The information provided is not legal advice, does not constitute a lawyer referral service, and no attorney-client relationship is or will be formed by use of this site. For state-specific information, particularly regarding attorney advertising, refer to the Terms of Use. Your use of this website constitutes acceptance of the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
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